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GDP Paradox and Agrowth Strategy 



Old growth-vs-environment debate:  
Three core questions 

1. Is economic growth desirable? – social and 
psychological limits 

2. Is economic growth feasible? – physical and 

biological limits 

3. Is economic growth controllable? – governance 

limits 

 

Answers ‘yes’/‘no’ => 8 possible combinations. 



5 main perspectives in the growth-vs-

environment debate 

1 Immaterialist (Q1): Endless growth is socially undesirable 

2 Pessimist (Q2): There are limits – continued growth is ultimately 

impossible 

3 Sceptic (Q2/Q3): Both growth & environmental degradation are 

inevitable. Let’s enjoy while we can 

4 Technocrat (Q2): There are no limits – growth & environmental 

protection can be harmonized 

5 Optimist: (Q2/Q3): Growth is necessary for environmental 

protection – “environment is luxury good” & “too poor to be green” 

R. de Mooij , J. van den Bergh (2002). Growth and the environment in Europe: a guide to the 
debate.  Empirica 29(2): 79-91. 
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Climate change huge challenge for future growth 
Decoupling requirement for climate goals is astonishing: 

Factor 20-100 reduction in emission/energy intensity 

Source: Jackson (2009). 
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Other way to 

visualize the 

challenge: 
Time window 

for action 

closing quickly 



Green growth arguments 
 Suggestion it is just a matter of revising growth policies 

– assuring that investments in education, infrastructure and 

entrepreneurship are oriented toward recognizing climate risks 

and opportunities.  

– optimal balance between investments in traditional productive 

capital, vulnerable to climate change, and adaptive capital, 

unproductive in the absence of climate change.   

 Climate policies => “Schumpeterian burst of growth” 
– Historical growth based on many innovations improving product 

quality or introducing new functions, attractive to consumers.  

– Low-carbon innovations factor-saving – carbon content energy. 

Less exciting for consumers (e.g., grey vs green electricity)  

– Moreover, energy and low-carbon innovations go along with 

various systemic effects, like energy rebound, partly undoing 

initial beneficial environmental effects. 



… green growth arguments 

 Overview of theory on green growth (Smulders et al., 2014): no 

guarantee for substantial positive effects of environmental policies 

on growth.   

 If dirty & clean goods complementary, climate policy will 

stop long-run growth (Acemoglu et al., 2012).  
– Reality: cleaner services add to, not substitute for, dirtier goods.  

– Clean activities depend through intermediate links on dirtier ones. 

 Substantial investment and R&D to reduce carbon 

intensity. This means removing resources from improving 

labour productivity. 
– “Escaping productivity trap” (Jackson/Victor, 2011) 

– Shifting taxes from labour to carbon would weaken incentives for 

firms to increase labour productivity. Undermines basis of growth. 



Empirical evidence 
 Climate-economy modelling: likely overestimates growth 

– Omits damage categories and underestimate fat tails.  

– New models find mixed results for rich and poor countries (Dell 

et al., 2012; Lemoine/Kapnick, 2016) or negative growth in most 

countries (Burke et al., 2015). 

 Energy and growth: Large literature.  

– Energy possibly more critical to growth than studies with 

monetary indicators suggest (Warren/Ayres, 2010; Stern, 2011).  

– Emerging economies: rebound of energy conservation found to 

be very high.  Much unsatisfied demand for energy-intensive 

consumption & industrial technologies. 



Carbon Kuznets curves and income 
elasticities of CO2 emissions  
 
Relative vs absolute decoupling, no accounting for 
carbon leakage, N-curve. 
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Systems perspective other reason 

for pessimism about green growth 

 “Escape routes”: Indirect and avoidable effects of well-intended 

strategies and policies: these undercut their effectiveness 
    Four escape routes: 

 Carbon leakage of strong unilateral policies 

 Green paradox due to only market subsidies for renewable 

energy 

 Energy/carbon rebound of energy conservation & efficiency 

improvements 

 Environmental problem shifting of non-systemic policies 
(e.g., biofuels to reduce CO2 emissions => fertilizer and pesticide use↑, 

biodiversity↓) 
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Re-spending rebound, for 3 energy carriers 
(national averages, 2009) 

Source: Antal and van den Bergh (2014) 
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Risk of current Paris agreement:  
Growth with insufficient decarbonization 



Growth not even needed for 

“welfare progress” 

 In rich countries average income growth hardly 

contributes to welfare; distribution more important 

 Shortcomings GDP well documented. Critics include 

many Nobel laureates (Samuelson, Tobin, Tinbergen, Sen, 

Stiglitz, Arrow & Kahneman) 

 Nuance: Don’t misinterpret as that GDP & welfare never 

correlated 

 GDP focus inconsistent with welfare focus in micro- 

and macroeconomics (including growth theory) 

 The GDP paradox (van den Bergh, J Econ Psych. 2009) 



Flaws GDP as social welfare measure 



     Other way to visualize this 

 
Correlation between a component of social welfare 

with GDP (i.e. growth indicator) can be seen as an 

implicit weight assigned to that component if one 

strives for GDP growth. 



Macro feedback and GDP 

 Instability / recessions due to self-amplifying system:  

– Strong positive feedbacks: expectations and realizations of 

GDP steer confidence of consumers, producers, and investors 

– GDP information contributes to economic instability 

 Automatic stabilizers (negative feedbacks, such as 

unemployment benefits) are too weak, and in times of crisis 

require public budget deficits 

 Main response to recession/crisis not weakening 

positive feedback: instead austerity (restoring 

confidence) or Keynesian stimulus (restoring demand). 

Antal, M., and J.C.J.M. van den Bergh (2013). Macroeconomics, financial crisis and the environment: 

Strategies for a sustainability transition. Environmental Innovation and Societal Transitions 6: 47-66.  



Green growth – four options 



So green growth logical political aim? 

 Promise of win-win is hard to resist. 

 Green growth may be possible. 

 Evidence for compatibility of growth & safe climate is 

ambiguous, and recent research does not resolve this. 

 Green growth is a risky strategy that may disappoint. 

 Voters/politicians not so convinced about green growth 
– While some really believe in green growth, others just pay lip-

service to it: this avoids opposition and criticism. 

– Many will give up on “green” before giving up on “growth”. 

– This is illustrated by voters/politicians being hesitant about 

supporting serious climate policies. Explains partly why 

Copenhagen summit failed and Paris agreement is based on 

voluntary targets. 

 
 



Growth expectations low anyway 

 Growth in many OECD countries above 10% in after-war 

period, as in Asian tigers until a decade ago. But now 

going down in the latter and very low in OECD. 

  Important explanations: 

– diminishing returns to education, capital investment & innovation, 

– major innovations behind us – their diffusion is almost complete, 

– increasing global (low-wage & high-technology) competition. 

 Famous economists support this view now, but it takes 

time before mainstream submits to it. Hope still dominates. 

Gordon, R.J. (2016). The Rise and Fall of American Growth: The U.S. Standard of Living 

since the Civil War. Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ. 

Rogoff, K., 2012. Rethinking the growth imperative. Project Syndicate.  



“Degrowth”– popular among some 
environmentalists 

 Immaterialist/moralist + pessimist views. Interpretations 

– Most obvious: shrinking market economy, negative GDP growth;  

– Also: less consumption, shorter working week, anti-capitalism. 

 Ironically, call for GDP decline stresses relevance of GDP 

 “Income down” unlikely to get support voters/politicians  

 Other factors than (de)growth affect emissions, but optimal 

balance of these unknown => degrowth goal unclear. 

 “Safe climate may reduce income” – not reverse causality. 

 Risks: production less efficient/more pollutive; tax revenue 

for public goods ↓ 
J.van den Bergh (2011).  Environment versus growth–A criticism of “degrowth” and a plea 
for “a-growth”? Ecological Economics 70: 881-90. 



A third option 

So I’m critical of both green and de-growth? 

There’s a third option: not pro/anti-growth. Instead 

agnostic, neutral, indifferent re GDP (p.c.) growth 

Agrowth means removal of the constraint 

“always/unconditional growth” that limits the 

space in which we look for human progress 

Think about public policies/strategies w/o worrying 

about growth impact. Avoids disappointment. 

Agrowth thus makes implementation of stringent 

environmental/climate or social policies easier. 

Not exclude green growth, if feasible & desirable. 



Social welfare optimality of an 

agrowth strategy 



Alternative representation 

Search space for human progress spanned by relative changes in GDP & O in interval [t, t+1]. 

Note: bold letters denote the rectangles separated by the vertical and horizontal broken lines. 



Adding feasibility areas 

Search space for human progress spanned by relative changes in GDP & O in interval [t, t+1]. 

Note: bold letters denote the rectangles separated by the vertical and horizontal broken lines. 



Two distinct (beliefs about) 
feasibility areas 

Search space for human progress spanned by relative changes in GDP & O in interval [t, t+1]. 

Note: bold letters denote the rectangles separated by the vertical and horizontal broken lines. 



And a very limiting feasibility area 

Search space for human progress spanned by relative changes in GDP & O in interval [t, t+1]. 

Note: bold letters denote the rectangles separated by the vertical and horizontal broken lines. 



Empirical findings about growth debate 
(Questionnaire survey among citizens, N=1008) 

Source: Drews, S. & J. van den Bergh (2016), Public views on economic growth, the environment and 

prosperity: Results of a questionnaire survey. Global Environmental Change 39:1-14.  



Similar results, but for scientists 
(International survey among academic researchers, N=1008) 

Source: Drews & van den Bergh (2016), Scientists’ views on economic growth and the environment: 

The role of research fields, expertise and ideology. mimeo. 



Results for different research fields  
(International survey among academic researchers, N=814) 

Source: Drews, S. & J. van den Bergh (2016), Scientists’ views on economic growth and the 

environment: The role of research fields, expertise, and ideology, mimeo. 



Less disagreement if climate vs. growth: 
Likelihood of combining global GDP growth and the 2° C climate target, 

by research field (international survey among academic researchers, N=814). 

Source: Drews, S. & J. van den Bergh (2016), Scientists’ views on economic growth and the environment: The role of 

research fields, expertise, and ideology, mimeo. 



Implications for macro-indicators 

 “Beyond GDP” – additional macroeconomic 

indicators? Not credible. GDP will dominate (OECD). 

 Potential alternatives for GDP (ISEW,  GPI,  Hueting’s 

sustainable income,  etc.) unrealistic for practical 

reasons. Implementation will take too much time.  

 Easy improvement would be replacing GDP per 

capita by median income (Stiglitz) in all policy 

documents/debates. Or Human Dev. Index: shows 

rich countries already have reached the ceiling. 

 Decoupling of not just income/environment but also 

income/employment? 



HDI level & improvement by groups 

and regions 

Human development group or region Human Development Index 

Value 

2010 2013 

Very high human development 0.885 0.890 

High human development 0.723 0.735 

Medium human development 0.601 0.614 

Low human development 0.479 0.493 

Arab States 0.675 0.682 

East Asia and the Pacific 0.688 0.703 

Europe and Central Asia 0.726 0.738 

Latin America and the Caribbean 0.734 0.740 

South Asia 0.573 0.588 

Sub-Saharan Africa 0.468 0.502 

World 0.693 0.702 



Conclusions 

 Green growth risky given environmental challenges 

 Theory & empirics ambiguous and not resolving 

 “Sceptic revealed preferences” politics re green growth 

 Degrowth lacks logic/clarity, and not politically feasible 

 Third option: agrowth – neutral/indifferent re growth 
– Logical implication of GDP not social welfare measure. 

– Weakens polarization: some de- & green growers shift 

 Agrowth facilitates support for tough, required policies 
– Balance: growth no priority over concrete env. or social goals 

– Search space of feasible economic-environmental 

combinations larger 

 Overcome GDP paradox: resist growth-fixation in 

economics education, research, journalism & politics.  


